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ABSTRACT
Event Detection (ED) is an important task in natural language pro-
cessing. In the past few years, many datasets have been introduced
for advancing EDmachine learning models. However, most of these
datasets are under-explored because not many tools are available
for people to study events, trigger words, and event mention in-
stances systematically and efficiently. In this paper, we present an
interactive and easy-to-use tool, ED Explorer, for ED dataset and
model exploration. ED Explorer consists of an interactive web ap-
plication, an API, and an NLP toolkit, which can help both domain
experts and non-experts to better understand ED tasks. We use
ED Explorer to analyze a recently proposed large-scale ED dataset
(referred to as MAVEN). With ED Explorer, we discovered several
underlying issues of the dataset, including data sparsity, label bias,
label imbalance, and debatable annotations. Such insights are essen-
tial for guiding the continuous improvement of existing ED datasets
and the advances of ED models. The ED Explorer system1 and the
demonstration video2 have both been made publicly available.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing→ Annotation; • Computing methodolo-
gies→Machine learning; • Human-centered computing→
Visualization toolkits.
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Figure 1: The architecture of the ED Explorer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One crucial element of event understanding is event detection (ED),
which detects event triggers from unstructured texts and classifies
them into predefined event types [3, 9]. It is one of the most impor-
tant steps for extracting structured events from unstructured texts
[1]. Traditional feature-based models [2, 7, 11] rely on incorporat-
ing related features into the models. Many recent deep learning
models formulated the ED task as a sequence labeling problem and
achieved state-of-the-art results [5, 8, 12, 21, 23]. The advances in
deep ED models are attributed to the development of ED datasets
for training and benchmarking the models, such as ACE 2005 [17]
and TAC KBP [14].

However, these datasets suffer from several limitations [19]. (1)
Data Scarcity. These datasets are on a small scale and cover a small
number of instances. (2) Low Event Type Coverage, i.e., only a small
number of event types are considered in these datasets. (3) Label
Imbalance. Not all events are mentioned with equitable frequency
in the datasets. In ACE 2005, 60% of event types have less than
100 annotated event mention instances. Recently, a large-scale ED
dataset, MAVEN [19], has been introduced with more than 100K
event mention instances for 168 event types, which alleviates the
data scarcity and low event type Coverage problems. Several other
ED datasets are also available [10, 15, 16]. RAMS [6] was originally
annotated for document-level argument linking. ALDG [3] and
FewEvent [4] are automatically labeled datasets for improving ED
models with augmented datasets.

With more ED datasets being introduced and different models
being developed [18, 22], the needs to address the following prob-
lems become even more pressing: (1) Uniqueness. What are the
advantages of each ED dataset? (2) Reliability. Most ED datasets
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are recently introduced without comprehensive validation of their
limitations by domain experts. (3) Accessibility. Although there are
many tools for domain experts to explore ED datasets, it is still
difficult for most non-expert users and stakeholders to get access
to and understand the ED task.

These problems motivate us to develop ED Explorer, a system
that can be easily accessed by a broader audience to systematically
explore different ED datasets. ED Explorer (Figs. 1 and 2) allows both
domain experts and non-experts to systematically and efficiently
explore different public ED datasets and the models trained on them.
There are three toolkits for users: A web application, an API, and
an NLP toolkit. The interactive front end of the web application
is designed to facilitate users of varied ED expertise to navigate
across different event types and trigger words to better understand
the datasets and efficiently identify underlying problems in the
annotations. There is also a home-maintained and easy-to-use NLP
toolkit in Python, LeafNLP, for the ED task. Consequently, ED
explorer allows users to test the ED models via the integrated and
interactive web application, API and LeafNLP.

2 ED EXPLORER
In this section, we describe the pipelines and usage of our Event
Detection (ED) Explorer.

Datasets. Three representative ED datasets are explored. (1)
MAVEN [19]: an open-domain and general-purpose data for detect-
ing multiple triggers and events in a single sentence. (2) RAMS [6]:
a crowdsourced data for identifying arguments of different roles for
an event from multiple sentences. (3) ALDG [3]: an automatically
generated data using distant supervision [13]. There are also sev-
eral other public data, such as CASIE [15] and Commodity News
Corpus [10]. Since our platform is designed for public use, we do
not include the well-known ACE 2005 and TAC KBP datasets.

Architecture. ED Explorer enables end-users to explore ED
datasets and models by interacting with a Web Application and API
(see Fig. 1). TheWeb Application is an HTTP server in Node.js devel-
oped following the Model-View-Controller design pattern. For the
Controller, we adopt express as the primary framework and express
router to handle routing and user navigation. For View (front-end),
we use EJS as our template engine to generate HTML and use Boot-
strap to style web pages. For Model, they send and receive JSON
content via HTTP requests (e.g., GET and POST) to a REST API.
The Web API is built with FastAPI, a high-performance Python
web framework. Different models, i.e., functions, in FastAPI han-
dle different requests, interact with databases or machine learning
pipelines, and respond to the requests.

Following this design, EP Explorer provides three entry points for
end-users: (1)WebApplication, where users can explore ED datasets
and models. (2) Web API, with which users can get processed data
and output of ED models. (3) LeafNLP, which users can download
and install (via pip install leafnlp) for data annotation.

ED Dataset Explorer (EDDE). EDDE helps users understand
and explore ED datasets with three primary components (Fig. 2).
(1) Events Overview presents the distribution of different events
and event types and underlying annotation issues.(2) Event Type
Explorer shows the 10 most frequent trigger words (with the count
of their corresponding instances) and all event mention instances
(i.e., sentences) for each event type. We use RED and BLUE colors

Table 1: (a) Examples of trigger words with their annotated
event types and frequencies in MAVEN. N.T. represents Nega-
tive Triggers that are not annotated. (b) Common annotation
problems in MAVEN. The pattern moving::Motion represents
the word moving triggers an event Motion.

to highlight trigger and negative words, respectively. With this
component, end-users can efficiently explore different event types,
trigger words, and event mention instances. (3) Trigger Word
Explorer supports the systematic exploration of trigger words,
event types, and event mention instances. This component played
an important role in identifying incorrect annotations. For example,
we find that most instances of storm are annotated as Catastrophe,
but it is also occasionally labeled as Attack and Self motion. By
manually checking these rare instances, we found many debatable
annotations.

ED Model Explorer.We implemented a deep learning model,
where input texts are encoded by a BERT encoder [20] and further
passed to a randomly initialized two-layer BiLSTM before the clas-
sification layer. With the front-end interface, end-users can retrieve
annotations by typing an input sentence or article. The annotated
trigger words and event types are linked to the Trigger Words Ex-
plorer and Event Types Explorer. This integrated interactive system
helps end-users better understand the model outputs and the ED
datasets.

3 ED DATASETS ANALYSIS
We systematically exploredmultiple datasets with a focus onMAVEN
and observed several common limitations.
• Sparsity. In the MAVEN training set, there are 50,388 unique
candidate trigger words, out of which 7,074 words triggered
at least one event. The total number of annotated instances is
96,897. Among the 7,074 trigger words, only 963 (14%) have 20 or
more annotated instances. In total, these 963 trigger words cover
75,950 annotated instances (78%). Consequently, most trigger
words have very few instances to train ED models.

• Label Bias. We observed that most documents are aboutmilitary
conflict, hurricane, civilian attack, and civil conflict, which may
lead to label bias and limit the applications of trained ED models.
For example, for event Building, the most common trigger words
include established, built, building, constructed, and build. With
the ED Model Explorer, we found that the ED model cannot
detect event Building in any of these sentences: “We will build a
house.”, “We will construct a new building.”, “We will expand the
runway.”.

• Label Imbalance. For the 7,074 trigger words, we further in-
spected the events they may trigger. We found that 4,648 words
(66%) have triggered only one event in different instances. Re-
garding the other words that trigger more than one event, 61% of
them have dominant events, which results in the label imbalance
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Figure 2: Front-end design of ED Explorer, which includes three primary components, including (a) Events Overview, (b) Event
Type Explorer, and (c-d) Trigger Word Explorer.
problem. For example, in Table 1(a), Catastrophe is the dominant
events for crash and storm. Accordingly, the ED model trained on
MAVEN may suffer from the problem that it predicts only one
event for each trigger word despite different scenarios.

Debatable Annotations in MAVEN. We also manually inspected
10,000 annotated instances in MAVEN and found 2,579 debatable
instances (25%) which can be grouped into three types. (1)Negative
Trigger represents the situation where annotating a word triggers
an event as a negative trigger. (2) Trigger Wrong Events indicates
that the word does not trigger the annotated event types. (3) Events
Ambiguity means that it is difficult to distinguish two event types
(such as Motion and Self Motion). We have shown examples of each
of the annotation problems in Table 1(b).

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced an event detection exploration tool,
ED Explorer, to facilitate a better understanding of the ED task,
datasets, and models. ED Explorer consists of an interactive web
application, an API, and a LeafNLP toolkit, which allow end users to
access datasets and models in a variety of ways. With ED Explorer,
we conduct a systematic analysis of a recently developed MAVEN
dataset and discover several underlying issues in ED datasets, such
as label imbalance and debatable annotations. In the future, we plan
to further develop the ED Explorer with more features and address
the issues discovered in existing ED datasets.
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